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Screening Decision 

Thermal convection has been eliminated from performance assessment calculations on the basis 
of low consequence to performance of the disposal system. 

Screening Issue 

Temperature differentials in the repository could initiate thermal convection or affect fluid 
viscosities. The resulting changes in fluid flow could influence contaminant transport. 
Potentially,, thermal gradients in the disposal rooms could drive the movement of water vapor. 
For example, temperature increases around waste located at the edges of the rooms could cause 
evaporation of water entering from the DRZ. This water vapor could condense on cooler waste 
containers in the rooms and could contribute to brine formation, corrosion and gas generation. 

Basis for Screening Decision 

Nuclear criticality, exothermic reactions, and radioactive decay are possible sources of heat in the 
WIPP repository. It is assumed that nuclear criticality can be eliminated from performance 
assessment calculations on the basis of low probability. 

Concrete hydration will result in short-term (a few decades) temperature increases in the vicinity 
of the concrete seals after emplacement (see Summary Memo of Record SP-7). Loken (1994) 
and Loken and Chen (1 995) showed that, one week after seal emplacement, concrete hydration 
could raise :the temperature of the concrete to approximately 5 3 T  and the temperature of the 
surrounding salt to approximately 38T. 

Wang (1 996) assessed the potential for the development of elevated temperatures in the 
repository as a result of backfill hydration. Wang (1996) showed that temperature increases in 
the waste disposal region as a result of such an exothermic reaction will be less than 3°C. The 
maximum magnitude of this thermal pulse will occur under disturbed conditions at a time in 
excess of 100 years (see Summary Memo of Record SP-7). 
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DOE (19801, p.9-149) estimated that radioactive decay of CH TRU waste will result in a 
maximum temperature rise at the center of the repository of 1.6"C at 80 years after waste 
emplacement (see Appendix 1). Sanchez and Trellue (1996) have shown that the total thermal 
load of RH TRU waste will not significantly affect the average temperature increase in the 
repository (see Appendix 1). Temperature increases of about 3°C may occur at the locations of 
RH TRU containers of maximum thermal power (60 watts). 

The potential for heat from exothermic reactions and radioactive decay to result in significant 
thermal convection is discussed in Appendix 2. The short-term concrete seals will be designed to 
function as barriers to fluid flow for at least 100 years after emplacement, and seal permeability 
will be minimized. The seal design program has investigated the durability of large-scale 
concrete saals, and has formulated Salado Mass Concrete (SMC) with the aim of achieving the 
seal design targets reported in Wakeley et al. (1995, p . 6 4 ,  which include objectives to minimize 
thermally-induced cracking. According to Wakeley et al. (1995, p.7), the SMC will be prepared 
and emplaced at low temperatures in order to minimize the difference between the maximum 
concrete temperature and the ambient temperature in the repository. Temperature increases 
resulting from cement hydration will be low enough to mitigate thermal stresses and e l i i a t e  
the potential for significant cracking. Thus, Wakeley et al. (1995, p.43) concludes that 
"[t]hermall:y induced cracking is not considered likely because large concrete monoliths have 
been constucted in salt without cracking". Also, according to Wakeley et al. (1 995, p.7), the 
concrete "is proportioned to minimize shrinkage, promote tight sealing between concrete and 
host rock, and thus help avoid formation of a preferred pathway for fluid flow at the seal-rock 
interface". Thus, because the seal permeability will be low, temperature increases associated 
with concrete hydration will not result in significant buoyancy driven fluid flow through the 
concrete se,al system. Similarly, the buoyancy forces generated by temperature contrasts in the 
disturbed rock zone, resulting from backfill and concrete hydration and radioactive decay, will be 
short lived and negligible compared to other driving forces for fluid flow. Furthermore, the 
induced temperature gradients will be insufficient to generate water vapor and drive significant 
moisture migration. Repository-induced flow, pressure changes resulting from gas generation, or 
flow induced by borehole intersection of a waste panel, will dominate the development of the 
brine and gas flow fields for the duration of any thermal pulse. In summary, temperature changes 
in the disposal system will not cause significant thermal convection. Thus, thermal convection 
has been eliminated fiom performance assessment calculations on the basis of low consequence 
to the perfo'rmance of the disposal system. 

Temperature effects on fluid viscosity would be most significant in the disturbed rock zone 
surrounding the hydrating concrete seals (where temperatures of approximately 38'C are 
expected). The viscosity of pure water varies by about 18 per cent over a temperature range of 
between 27°C and 38°C (Batchelor, 1983, p.596). Although, at a temperature of 2 7 T ,  the 
viscosity of Salado brine is about twice that of pure water (Rechard, 1990, p.A-19), the 
magnitude of the variation in brine viscosity between 27°C and 38°C will be similar to the 
magnitude of the variation in viscosity of pure water. The viscosity of air over this temperature 
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a g e  varier; by less than 7 per cent (Batchelor, 1983, p.594) and the viscosity of gas in the waste 
iisposal region over this temperature range is also likely to vary by less than 7 per cent. The 
Darcy fluid flow velocity for a porous medium is inversely proportional to the fluid viscosity. 
ll~us, increases in brine and gas flow rates may occur as a result of viscosity variations in the 
vicinity of the concrete seals. However, these viscosity variations will only persist for a short 
period in which temperahues are elevated, and, thus, the expected variations in brine and gas 
viscosity in the waste disposal region will not affect the long-term performance of the disposal 
system significantly. 
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PPENDM 1 

icat From Radioactive Decay 

adioactive decay of the contact handled CH and remote handled RH TRU waste emplaced in 
::le repository will generate heat. The importance of heat from radioactive decay depends on the 
tcffects that the induced temperature changes would have on mechanics, fluid flow, and 
geochemical processes. For example, temperature increases could result in thermally induced 
fracturing, regional uplift, or thermally driven flow of gas and brine in the vicinity of the 
repository. 

According to the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC), the design basis for the WIPP requires that 
the thermal loading does not exceed 10 kilowatts per acre. The WAC also require that the 
thermal povver generated by waste in an RH TRU container shall not exceed 300 watts, but the 
WAC do not limit the thermal power of CH TRU waste containers. 

.4 numerical study to calculate induced temperature distributions and regional uplift is reported in 
DOE (1980, pp.9-149-9-150). This study involved estimation of the thermal power of CH TRU 
waste containers. The DOE (1980) analysis assumed: 

. All CH TRU waste drums and boxes contain the maximum permissible quantity of 
plutmium. According to the WAC, the fissionable radionuclide content for CH TRU 
wasire containers shall be no greater than 200 grams per 0.21 cubic meter drum and 350 
grams per 1.8 cubic meter standard waste box (in Pu-239 fissile gram equivalents). 

. The plutonium in CH TRU waste containers is weapons grade material producing heat at 
0.0024 watts per gram. Thus, the thermal power of a drum is approximately 0.5 watts 
and that of a box is approximately 0.8 watts. 

. Approximately 3.7 x 10' cubic meters of CH TRU waste are distributed within a repository 
enclosing an area of 7.3 x 10' square meters. This is a conservative assumption in terms of 
quantity and density of waste within the repository, because the maximum capacity of the 
WIF'P is 1.756% 10' cubic meters for all waste (as specified by the Land Withdrawal Act 
pWA]) to be placed in an enclosed area of approximately 5.1 x 10' square meters. 

. Half of the CH TRU waste volume is placed in drums and half in boxes so that the 
repository will contain approximately 9x 10' drums and lo5 boxes. Thus, a calculated 
thermal power of 2.8 kilowatts per acre (0.7 watts per square meter) of heat is generated 
by the CH TRU waste. 

. Insufficient RH TFU waste is emplaced in the repository to influence the total thermal 
load,. 
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Thome and Rudeen (1980) estimated the long-term temperature response of the disposal system 
to waste emplacement. Calculations assumed a uniform initial power density of 2.8 kilowatts per 
acre (0.7 watts per square meter) which decreases over time. Thome and Rudeen (1980) 
attributed this thermal load to RH TRU waste, but DOE (1980), more appropriately, attributed 
this thermal load to CH TRU waste based on the assumptions listed above. Thome and Rudeen 
(1980) estimated the maximum rise in temperature at the center of a repository to be 1.6"C at 80 
years after .waste emplacement. 

Sanchez and Trellue (1 996) estimated the maximum thermal power of an RH TRU waste 
container. The Sanchez and Trellue (1996) analysis involved inverse shielding calculations to 
evaluate the thermal power of an RH TRU container corresponding to the maximum permissible 
surface dose; according to the WAC the maximum allowable surface dose equivalent for RH 
TRU containers is 1000 r emh .  The following calculational steps were taken in the Sanchez and 
Trellue (1 996) analysis: 

. Calculate the absorbed dose rate for gamma-ray radiation corresponding to the maximum 
surface dose equivalent rate of 1000 r emh .  Beta and alpha radiation are not included in 
this. calculation because such particles will not penetrate the waste matrix or the container 
in s.ignificant quantities. Neutrons are not included in the analysis because, according to 
the WAC, the maximum dose rate from neutrons is 270 me&, and the corresponding 
neutron heating rate will be insignificant. 

. Cal.culate the exposure rate for gamma radiation corresponding to the absorbed dose rate 
for gamma radiation. 

. Calculate the gamma flux density at the surface of a RH TRU container corresponding to 
the exposure rate for gamma radiation. Assuming the gamma energy is 1 .O MeV the 
maximum allowable gamma flux density at the surface of a RH TRU container is about 
5 . 8 ~ 1  O8 gamma rays per square centimeter per second. 

. Determine the distributed gamma source strength, or gamma activity, in an RH container 
from the surface gamma flux density. The source is assumed to be shielded such that the 
gamma flux is attenuated by the container and by absorbing material in the container. 
The level of shielding depends on the matrix density. Scattering of the gamma flux, with 
loss of energy, is also accounted for in this calculation through inclusion of a gamma 
buildup factor. The distributed gamma source strength is determined assuming a uniform - 
source in a right cylindrical container. The maximum total gamma source (gamma 
curies) is then calculated for a RH TRU container containing 0.89 cubic meters of waste. 
For the waste of greatest expected density (about 6,000 kilogrammes per cubic meter) the 
gamma source is about 2x104 curies per cubic meter. 
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Calculate the total curie load of a RH TRU container (including alpha and beta radiation) 
from the gamma load. The ratio of the total curie load to the gamma curie load was 
estimated through examination of the radionuclide inventory presented in the WIPP 
Baseline Inventory Report (BIR) (DOE, 1995). The gamma curie load and the total curie 
load for each radionuclide listed in the WIPP BIR were summed. Based on these 
summed loads the ratio of total curie load to gamma curie load of RH TRU waste was 
calculated to be 1.01. 

. Calculate the thermal load of a RH TRU container from the total curie load. The ratio of 
thermal load to curie load was estimated through examination of the radionuclide 
inventory presented in the WIPP BIR (DOE, 1995). The thermal load and the total curie 
load for each radionuclide listed in the WIPP BIR were summed. Based on these 
summed loads the ratio of thennal load to curie load of RH TRU waste was calculated to 
be about 0.0037 wattsJcurie. For a gamma source of 2x104 curies per cubic meter the 
maximum permissible thermal load of a RH TRU container is about 70 watts per cubic 
meter. Thus, the maximum thermal load of a RH TRU container is about 60 watts, and 
the WAC upper limit of 300 watts will not be achieved. 

Note that Sanchez and Trellue (1996) calculated the average thermal load for a RH TRU 
container to be less than 1 watt. Also, the total RH TRU heat load is less than 10% of the total 
heat load in the WPP. Thus, the total thermal load of the RH TRU waste will not significantly 
affect the average rise in temperature in the repository resulting from decay of CH TRU waste. 

Temperature increases will be greater at locations where the thermal power of a RH TRU 
container is 60 watts, if any such containers are emplaced. Sanchez and Trellue (1996) estimated 
the temperature increase at the surface of a 60 watt RH TRU waste container. Their analysis 
involved solution of a steady-state thermal conduction problem with a constant heat source term 
of 70 wails per cubic meter. These conditions represent conservative assumptions because the 
thermal load will decrease with time as the radioactive waste decays. The temperature increase 
at the surface of the container was calculated to be about 3°C. 

In summary, analysis has shown that the average temperature increase in the WIPP repository, 
due to radioactive decay of the emplaced CH and RH TRU waste, will be less than 2°C. 
Tempera.ture increases of about 3 "C  may occur in the vicinity of RH TRU containers with the 
highest allowable thexmal load of about 60 watts (based on the maximum allowable surface dose 
equivalent for RH TRU containers). 
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Thermal Convection 

The Darcy velocity, V,  (mk), of fluid component i in an unsaturated porous medium is given by 
Darcy's law: 

where the parameters in equation (1) are as listed below. 

-~ 

P> 

k 

1, I Acceleration of gravity (9.79 m/s2) I 

Fluid pressure (Pa) 

Intrinsic permeability (m') 

I.li 

P, 

rT I Unit vector in the upward z direction I 

Fluid viscosity (Pas) 

Fluid density (kgim3i 

Fluid density variations may be evaluated by setting: 

where p,, (k:g/m3) is a reference density. Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) gives 

where Pi = ,p, + p& is the nonhydrostatic pressure. The dependence of density on temperature, 
T ("C), can be linearized according to the Boussinesq approximation (Tritton, 1984, p.155; Green 
et al., 1995, p.2-8): 

Ap, = -ujpjoAT (4) 
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where a; ("C-"is the coefficient of expansion of the ith component. The Darcy velocity then 
becomes 

Thus, a characteristic velocity for convective fluid flow of the ith component is 

This velocity may be evaluated for the brine and gas phases expected in the waste disposal region 
using the p i m e t e r  values listed below, which are appropriate for a temperature of 
approximately 30°C. 

1 Gas (hydrogen) 1 
- -- -- 

1 cr PC) * I ~ X I @ * *  1 

For a temperature increase of 10°C, the characteristic velocity for brine in the DRZ is 
approximately 2 x 10'" d s  (7 x lo4 d y ) ,  and the characteristic velocity for gas in the DRZ is 
approximately 3 x lo-" m/s (1 x 10" d y ) .  For a temperature increase of X°C, the characteristic 
velocity for brine in the concrete seals is approximately 1 x 1 0-l4 m/s (5 x 1 Od d y ) ,  and the 
characteristic velocity for gas in the concrete seals is approximately 2 x m/s (7 x lod d y ) .  
These values of Darcy velocity are much smaller than the expected values associated with brine 
inflow to the disposal rooms or fluid flow resulting from gas generation. 

i-1 (Pa s) 

As discussed by de Marsily (1986, p.283) the potential significance of thermal convection can 
also be deteimined by evaluating the dimensionless porous medium Rayleigh number: 
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value for pure water used 

** value for air used 

*** upper range of expected value in the disturbed rock zone 

Data sources: Rechard n al. (1990, A-19), Batchelor (1983, pp.594-596), Sandia WIPP 

Proiect (1992, Table 3.2-1) 

1 . 6 ~  105 9~ 10" 



where L (m) is a typical vertical thickness over which the temperature difference acts, c (J/kg°C) 
is the specif c heat of the fluid and h (W/m°C) is the equivalent thermal conductivity of the 
porous medium. Setting AT = 1 O°C, L = 10 m (estimated from Argiiello and Torres, 1988, p. 15), 
h = 5 W/mc'C (Sanchez and Trellue, 1996), and c = 4 x 10' Jkg°C (Batchelor, 1983, p.596) for 
the brine phase in the DRZ, the Rayleigh number is Ra = 2 x lo4. For the gas phase in the DRZ, 
with c = 0.7 x lo3 Jkg°C (Batchelor, 1983, p.594), the Rayleigh number is Ra = 5 x 10.'. 
Thermal convection will not occur for Rayleigh numbers less than unity. 

On the bask of this analysis, thermal convection has been eliminated from performance 
assessment calculations on the basis of low consequence to the performance of the disposal 
system. 
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Thermal Convectlon and Effects of Thermal Gradients 

Qualltatlve Screening Arguments tor Side Efforts S-10 and GG-4 

T.w.Hicks J.0.a 
Galson Sciences Ltd. 

25 May 1996 

Screlcning Decision 

Thermal connction has b a n  eliminated from pcrfoimancc ascssmcnt calculations on thc basis 
of low consequcncc to psrformancc of thc disposal systsm. 

Scrccning Issue 

TemImnt& differentids in rhe repository could initiate t h e 4  convection. The resulting fluid 
flow could influcncc contnmin~t mrn~pozt. Potcntidy, chcrmal grndienrs in the disposal 
rooms could drive the movement of water vapor. For example, t empnnre  increases wound 
waste located at the edges of the roamr could cause evaporation of water entering fromthe 
DRZ. This water vapor could condense on cooler ware conrainen in the rooms and could 
conaibute to brine formation, corrosion and gas gmtrdtian. 

h s i s  far Screening 1)ecision 

N~iclear c5ficaliry. cxnrhennic re.acrinns. and rarlinnctive decay are pssihle sources nt hear in 
the WIPP repository. It is assumed that nuclear criticaliry can be eliminated from performance 
assasmenr cnlcl~lnfinns nn the hnsts of lnw prnhahility. 

Concrere hydradon will resulr in shon-renn (a few decades) urnperam lncreaKs in rhe 
vicinity of the conmre shaft seals after emplacement (see Summary Memo of Record SP-7). 
Thcsr: short-rmn b h d r  scals will bc dc~ignecl w 1un~tiuu u biulicn ru fluid f lvw ful at h a t  
100 ,years after emplacemenr, and seal permeabiliry wil l  be minimized (Wakclcy cr d., 1995). 
Tliu!,, kxupuatue i ~ i c ~ ~ a s e s  assvciated wid1 conclcte hy&ation will not result in s~gificant 
buoyancy drivcn fluid flow through rhc shah seal system 

Wang (1996) assessed the potential for the dcvclopmcnt of clcvatcd tcmpcraturcs in thc 

rcpositoxy as a rcsult of b a c l d  hydration. Wang (1996) showed that tempcram incrcascs in 
thc hcvastc disposal rcgion arr a rcsult of such an cxothcnnic rcnction will be less than 3'C. The 
maximum ma-pi~de of lhis thermal pulse will occur under disturbed conditions at a rime in 
excess of 100 years (see Summary Memo of Record SP-7). 

DOIS (1980) estimated hat d i o ~ c t i v e  decay of CH TRU wxts wiU msult in n marimmn 
re.m]x.ratlirc rise at the center of the repositnry nf 1 .Kc: nr XO yean after waste emplacement 
(see Appendix I). Sanchez and Trelluc (1996) have shown thac the toral thermal load of RH 
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TlZU waste will not sigruficmdy affect the avenge tempemam increase in thr. repsitnry (stc 
Appendix 1). Temperature increases of about 3'C may occur at the InrAons of RHTRU 

The viscosity of purr water varier by about 5 per cmt over a temperam range of berwcm 
27'C and 30'C (Batchelor 1983,596). Although. at a tcmperanue of 27°C. rht viscobjty of 
Saladso brine is about nvice that of pun water (Ktchard 1990. A-19). UIC rnagnirudt of rhc 
variation in brine viscocify hetween 27'C and 30'C will be slmllar to the magniturlc of ihc 
variation in viscosity of prm? w&r. 'The viscosiry of air over This umpcmurc raw v a r i a  by - 

less than ' per cent (Batchelor 1983.594) and the viscosity of gas in ihe waste disposal rcgion 
over this tcmperanuc range is also likely tu vary by l e ~ s  [han 2 pcr cent. The Darcy fluid flow 
velocity for a porous medium is Inveatly proportional tu h e  fluid viscosity, and. thus. thc 
expmed vdauons in brine and gas via~usily UI d u  waste disposal region will not affect fluid 
flow rates signiticautly. 

The buoyancy forces p c r a l n l  by tempcratun: c o n m u  of thc order 3' C will be negligible 
compared 10 orher driving ioxcs Tor fluid flow (m Appcndiu 2). Similarly, the induced 
temperdturc'~dur~ wil l  bc insuff~tient to gcnmtc wntcr vapor and drive sipificanr moisture 
migration. Rcyusito~y-hduccd flow, prcssum changes resulting fram ga6 generation, or flow 
indu~;d by borcbolc intersection of a waste panel, will dominate the development of h e  brine 
and gas flow ficlds for rhc duration of my rh.ermd pulse. 

In s c i m m q ,  tcmpcrature changes in the dispocal system will not cause signiticant thermal 
conxction. Thus, thcrmaI convection has been eliminated &om euformsnce assrscment. 
calallations on tiu bnsis of low consequence to the perfonnonce of the disposal system 



APPENDIX 1 

Heat From Radioactive Decay 

Radioactive decay of rhc contact handlul CA and remote handled RH TRU wurc clupIiicd ill 
the repository will eeneratc hcaL The imporrance of h e .  from radioauivc decay &pen& on 
the effects that the ind~iced temp.nmrt changes would have on mechanics, fluid flow, and 
geochemid ~ ~ s r e . s .  For example. temperam increases could rssult in &mally induced 
f?actc~ring, regional ~iplift, or thermally driven flow of gar and brine in tl~c vicilliry of the , 

repository. 

Arcordine tn the Wasu Acceptance Criteria (WAC), b e  design basis for thc WIPP rcquircs that 
the thermal loading does not exccrtl10 kilowarn pcr acre. Thc WAC nlso require that the 
themla1 power generated by wasre in ;m RH TRU container shall not orcccd 300 w m ;  but the 
WAC,do not limit rhc therrmd w w w  of CH TRU wastc containers. 

A numerical study tu 4culate iuducd "npcranm: distributions and regional uplifi is reported 
in DOE (1960). This study involvcd csdmntion of the thermal power of CH TRLT waste 
containers. Thc DOE (1980) analysis assumcd: 

. Al CII TRU waste drums and boxes conrain the maximum pmirsihle quantiry of 
plutonium According to the WAC, the fissionable radionuc.lide cnnrenr for CE TRU 
wastc containers s h d  be no pacer than 200 grams pex 0.21 cubic merer drum and 350 
grams p a  1.8 cubic meter stsndprd waste box (in Pu-239 fissilc gram equivalents). - 
The plutonium in CH TRU waste ronminers is weapons grade material pruduciug heat 
at 0.0024 watts per gram. Thus, the thermal power of a drum is approximalcly 0.5 
warn and that of a box is apprnximatcly 0.8 warn. 

Approximately 3.7~105 crihic meters of CHTRU waste are clisIriLut& within a 
reposirozy encJosine an m a  of 7.3XlW square meters. Tlh is a conservative 
assumption in temr of quantity and density of waste wilhiu llrc repository, bccausc thc 
mnximmn capxity of Be WPP is 1.756~1P oubic ~lutcrs for all wastc (ms specified 
by the I nnd Withdrawal Act [LWAl) to be p k d d  iu au cncloscd arcs of approximataly 
5.1 x 105 square meres. 

Half of rhe CH TRU w&lc vulmc is placed in drums md half in boxes so that the 
repository will culltall approximately 9x105 dnuns and 105 boxes. Thus, a calculnred 
thermal power uf 2.8 hiluwans p a  acrc (0.7 watts per square meter) of hear is 
generated by lLc CH TRU wastc. 

Insu&cialr RE1 TRU wastc is emplaced in the repository to influence the total rhermal 

Thornc ond Rudeen (1980) estimated che lonc-tern rempcrdnue rCSpOnK of rhc dibpusd 
system to wasre emplacement f.:alculations assumed a Uniform iniuirl pwcr density of 2.8 



kiluwaus acre (0.7 watts pcr SqUPn mctcr) which decreases over time. Thome a d  Rudeen 
(1980) attributed this rhcrmal load w RH TRU waste, but DOE (1980), mom approprintdy, 
amibu~ed this t h c d  load to CH TRU waste based on the assumptions listed above. 'Wme 
aud Rudccn (1980) eshatcd rhc maximum rise in temperatm at the center of a repository to 
be 1.6"C at 80 ycan dm wnste emplacement. 

Sanch ,~  and T d u e  (1996) estimated the maximum thermal power of an KH 'I'KI I wark 
contakner. The Sanchez and TreUue (1996) analysis involvrxl inverse shielding caldaaons to 
cvalurrte the t h s d  power of an RH TRU contaba cnrrespondine m the maximum 

~. . 
@ssibk surface dose; according to the WAC the maximum allowable surface dose 
equivdent for RH TRU containr.~ is 10110 rrmlhr. The following calculauonal srcps wcrc 
taken in the Sauchez and Trcllue (1YYti) analysis: 

Calculate the absorbed dose. rate for gamma-ray radiarton corresponding LU ILc 
miuim~~rn srlrfw dose equivalen~ rare Of 1000 RIW'IK. BCU aud alpha radiation are not 
included in chis calculation because such parti~le~. will uot pcnctrare the wastc mhix or 
the container in significant quandries. Newom m nut i~icludcd in the analysis 
hecause. according fo rbe WAC, the luiuiruuu dose ratc fmm ncutrons i s  270 mre.m/hr, 
and the corresponding neuron heating rdte wil l  bc illsiguificant 

. Calculate rhc cnyusu~c rate for gamma radiation corresponding to the absorbed dose rate 
for gamma radiatiun. 

Calculalt Lhc gaul~lla fluxdcnsiry at thc surfmc of o RH TRU container corresp~ding 
lu tl~c CX~OSUIF ratc for gamma mdiotion. Assuming the gunma energy is 1.0 MeV the 
maximum dowablc g m o  flux dsrisity at the surface of a RH TKI I container is about 
5.8~108 gamma rays per square centimeter per second. 

- Dctcnnine rhc distribuccd gnmma source s@n,&, or gamma activity, in an KH 
container tkrn the swface gamma flux density. The $o~,lrrrp. 1% a$sumed to be shielded 
such rhu the gamma flux is anenuatul by the cnnraincr and by absorbing marcrial in ILc 
container. The level of shielding depends on the matrix density. Scamring of the 
gunma flux, with loss of energy, is alsn accounted for in &is calcukatiun rLruugh 
inclusion of a gamma buildup factor. l h ~ .  rlismhuted gamma source suengIL is 
determined usuming a unifnrm source in a righr cylindrical conlair~cr. Thc maximum 
total gamma soume (earnma curies) is then calculated fur a RH TRU conraincr 
containing 0.89 cubic. rneterc nf wasfe. For the wasre of palcsL cxpectcd dcnsiry 
(abut  6.(N.M) blo,DTammes per cubic mew) h e  g . m i a  sowc is about 2x104 curies per 
cubic meter. 

. Calculate the total curic bad of a RII TRU container (including atpha and beta radiation) 
from rhe gamma lvdd. l l c  ratio of thc total curic load to the g m a  curie load was 
esrimared thruugl~ exmlination of thc donuclide invento~y presented in the W I PI' 
Baseline Invcr~lu~y Report @IR) (DOE, 13951. The gunma curie load and the total 
cruie load for cach radionuclide listed in the WIPP BIR were nimmerl Hared on bese 



summed loads the ratio of total curie load to gamma curie load cf RH TRU waste was 
calculated to be 1.01. 

Calculate the thermal load of a RH TRU container from the total curie load. The ratio of 
thermal load to curie load was estimated through examination of the radionuclide 
inventory presented in the WIPP BIR (DOE, 1995). The thernal load and the total 
curie load for each radionuclide listed in the WIPP BIR were summed. Based on these 
summed loads the ratio of thermal load to curie load of RH TRU waste was calculated 
to b~? about 0.0037 wattslcurie. For a gamma source of 2x104 curies per cubic meter 
the ~naximum permissible thermal load of a RH TRU container is about 70 warts per 
cubic meter. Thus, the maximum thermal load of a RH TRU container is about 60 
watts, and the WAC upper limit of 300 watts will not be achieved. 

Note that Sanchez and Trellue (1996) calculated the average thermal load for a RH TRU 
container to be less than 1 watt. Also, the total RH TRU heat load is less than 10% of the total 
heat load in the WIPP. Thus, the total thermal load of the RH TRU waste will not si-pificantly 
affect the average rise in temperature in the repository resulting from decay of CH TRU waste. 

Temperature: increases will be greater at locations where the thermal power of a RH TRU 
container is 50 watts, if any such containers are emplaced. Sanchez and Trellue (1996) 
estimated the temperamre increase at the sutface of a 60 watt RH TRU waste container. Their 
analysis involved solution of a steady-state thermal conduction problem with a constant heat 
source term of 70 watts per cubic meter. These conditions represent conservative assumptions 
because the thermal load will decrease with time as the radioactive waste decays. The 
temperature increase at the surface of the container was calculated to be about 3'C. 

In summary, analysis has shown that the average temperature increase in the WIPP repository, 
due to radioactive decay of the emplaced CH and RH TRU waste, will be less than 2'C. 
Temperature increases of about 3°C may occur in the vicinity of RH TRU containers with the 
highest allowable thermal load of about 60 watts (based on the maximum allowable surface 
dose equivalent for RH TRU containers). 
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APPENDIX 2 

Thermal Convection 

The Darcy velocity, Vi (rnk), of fluid component i in an unsaturated porus medium is given by 
Darcy's law: 

where the parameters in equation (1) are as listed below. 

Fluid density variations may be evaluated by setting: 

Parameter 

Pi F h d  pressure (Pa) 

ki Intrinsic permeability (mz) 

u, 

I 
/ Fluid \.iscosity (Pas )  

Pi 1 Fluid density (kpim3) 

g / Acceleration of p v i t y  (9.79 mis?: 

where pi0 (E:g/mj) is a reference density. Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) gives 

z 

where Pi = ,pi + piog: is the nonhydrostatic pressure. The dependence of density on 
temperature, T ('C), can be linearized according to the Boussinesq approximation (Tritton 
1984, 155; Green et al. 1995, 2-8): 

Unit vector in the upward z 

direction 

A p ,  = - a , p , A T  

where c& ('(1-1) is the coefficient of expansion of the ith component. 
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The Darcy velocity then becomes 

Thus, a characteristic velocity for convective fluid flow of the ith component is 

This velocily may be evaluated for the brine and gas phases expected in the waste disposal 
region using the parameter values listed below, which are appropriate for a temperature of 
approximat'dy 30'C. 

Parameter 1 Brine 1 Gas (hydrogen) 

a CC) 1 3  x 10-4' / 3 x 10-3 * -  

, value for pure water used 

** value for air used 
*** upper range of expected value in the disrurbed rock zone 
Data sources: Rechard et al. (1990. A-19). Batchelor (1983.594-596) 

The characteristic velocity for brine is approximately 7 x 10-12 m/s ( 2  x 10-d mly), and for gas 
the charactelistic velocity is approximately 1 x 10-11 m/s (4 x 10-4 mly). These values of Darcy 
velocity are nuch smaller than the expected values associated with brine inflow to the disposal 
rooms or fluid flow resulting from gas generation. 

As discussed by de Marsily (1986. 283) the potential significance of thermal convection can 
also be determined by evaluating the dimensionless porous medium Rayleigh number: 

where L (m) is a typical vertical thickness over which the temperature difference acts, c 
(J/kg0C) is the specific heat of the fluid and L (Wlm'C) is the equivalent thermal conductivity of 
the porous medium. Setting L = 10 m (Argiiello and Torres 1988, l j ) ,  /2 = 5 W1m"C (Sanchez 
and Trellue 1996). and c = 4 x 103 JikgeC (Batchelor 1983,596) for the brine phase, the 
Rayleigh number is Ra = 6 x 10-5. For the gas phase, with c = 0.7 x 103 Jkg'C (Batchelor 
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1983, 594), the Rayleigh number is Ra = 1 x 10-8. Thermal convection will not occur for 
Rayleigh numbers less than unity. 

On the basis of this analysis, thermal convection has been eliminated from performance 
assessment calculations on the basis of low consequence to the performance of the disposal 
system. 
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